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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

A. Overview 
 
1. The purpose of this economic analysis is to (i) establish the rationale for the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) to invest in a portfolio of wind and solar power subprojects with a total 
generation capacity of up to 709 megawatts (MW) by ReNew Power Ventures Private Limited 
(ReNew) in India, (ii) assess whether the economic internal rate of return (EIRR) exceeds the 
social discount rate for private sector projects, and (iii) test the robustness of results by 
simulating potential changes to key parameters that can likely occur during the construction and 
operation of the company’s renewable energy subprojects. This economic analysis reports the 
weighted average EIRR for all subprojects. 
 
B. Sector Context and Project Rationale 
 
2. India’s power generation capacity has been insufficient to meet demand. The Eleventh 
Five Year Plan (2007–2012) targeted additional capacity of 79 gigawatts (GW), yet actual 
realization was only 55 GW. The Twelfth Five Year Plan (2012–2017) targets an addition of 
about 89 GW, including 30 GW of renewable energy capacity.1 Because of continued demand 
growth, power supply is expected to continue to fall 10%–12% short of demand every year 
during the 12th plan. 
 
3. The share of renewable power in total installed capacity in India has declined, from 44% 
in 1970 to 28% in 2016.2 The government intends to stop this decline, and the 12th plan sets a 
goal of maintaining the proportion of renewable power at about 30% until 2023.3 The 
government’s energy strategy is based on three pillars: (i) reforming the sector’s policy and 
regulatory framework, (ii) promoting energy efficiency, and (iii) promoting renewable energy. 
 
4. To support the government’s objectives of increasing power from renewable energy 
sources, ADB is proposing to lend up to $195 million (or its equivalent in Indian rupees) from its 
ordinary capital resources and (ii) administer a loan of up to $195 million from the Leading 
Asia’s Private Sector Infrastructure Fund, to seven special purpose vehicles (SPVs) owned and 
controlled by ReNew4 for the ReNew Clean Energy Project in India. 

 
C. Economic Internal Rate of Return 

5. The economic valuation of the project was conducted in accordance with ADB 
guidelines5 and the Evaluation Cooperation Group’s Good Practice Standards for Private Sector 
Investment Operations.6 The EIRR calculation was based on the company’s projections as well 
as ADB estimates of the economic value of costs and benefits of the subprojects. The analysis 
used the domestic price numéraire. A shadow exchange rate factor of 1.1 was applied to the 
                                                
1  Government of India, Planning Commission. 2013. Twelfth Five Year Plan, 2012–2017. New Delhi. 
2 ADB. 2009. Country Partnership Strategy: India, 2009–2012. Manila. 
3 Central Electricity Authority of India. 2012. National Electricity Plan. New Delhi. 
4 All subprojects are wholly owned by ReNew, with the exception of ReNew Mega Solar Power Private Limited 

(RMSPPL), which will be partly owned by Hareon Solar Technology Company Limited, the subproject’s equipment 
supplier. 

5 ADB. 1997. Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of Projects. Manila; and ADB. 2003. Operations Manual. OM 
G1/OP. Manila. The Operations Manual states that an EIRR of 10%–12% is acceptable as a hurdle rate for 
projects with significant unquantifiable benefits. 

6 The Good Practice Standards for Private Sector Investment Operations rate a project satisfactory if the EIRR is 
10% or higher. 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=50195-001-4
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tradables. The shadow wage rate for unskilled labor is 0.8. Nominal values were converted to 
real values using inflation estimates.7 
 
6. Economic benefits were estimated by comparing with-project and without-project 
scenarios. Economic benefits are incremental, i.e., power produced from the wind and solar 
plants is considered to be additional to the existing capacity. Benefits are estimated using 
(i) resource cost savings by reducing the need for coal imports8 and (ii) the value of avoided 
greenhouse gas emissions compared with alternative investments. Resource cost savings are 
estimated to be fuel and operating cost savings from the production of the same amount of 
electricity at the margin, which in this case is a coal plant.9 Each avoided ton of carbon dioxide 
is valued at $56 in 2010 prices.10 This value is based on estimates made in literature. Import 
duties—i.e., a 5% excise tax on coal imports and $1 per ton for clean energy—are removed 
from the import price of coal to arrive at its border price. 
 
7. Economic capital costs, including the cost of equipment and materials, were all valued at 
economic prices. For the unskilled labor, the shadow wage rate was applied. Operating, 
maintenance, and administrative costs were included in EIRR calculations. The costs of the 
transmission lines that connect the subprojects to the grid were included in the capital costs. 
Taxes were netted out from all prices.  
 
8. The weighted average EIRR for the portfolio of subprojects is 16.0% with a net present 
value of Rs9,650 million at a social discount rate of 12%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
7 The annual inflation rate for India is based on ADB cost escalation factors, and is assumed to be 5.5% 

(https://lnadbg1.adb.org/erd0004p.nsf/) 
8 The Central Electricity Authority's National Electricity Plan (2012) will retire 4,000 MW of old thermal plants. Those 

that will be retired are coal units of less than 200 MW (commissioned before 1982) and gas units commissioned 
before 1992 (more than 20 years old). 

9  One gigawatt-hour of power uses 500 tons of coal.  
10 K. Hamilton and J. Stöver. “Economic Analysis of Projects in a Greenhouse World”, Policy Research Working 

Paper No. 6117. The World Bank Group Development Research, Environment and Energy Team, July 2012. 
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Table 1: Economic Internal Rate of Return and Net Present Value for the Project  
(Rs million, 2016 real values) 

Year 
Benefit Cost Net Benefit 

Resource Cost 
Savings 

Reduction in 
GHG Emissions Capital Costs Operating 

Costs 
Opportunity 
Cost of Land  

2017 - - (45,621.99)  - - (45,621.99) 
2018 1308.85 4823.53 - (400.75) (246.22) 5485.42 

2019 2072.86 7751.48 - (473.39) (233.45) 9117.50 

2020 1997.95 7581.21 - (458.73) (221.28) 8899.14 

2021 1925.76 7414.74 - (768.62) (209.75) 8362.13 

2022 1856.19 7252.00 - (752.46) (198.81) 8156.92 
2023 1789.16 7092.89 - (737.09) (188.45) 7956.52 

: : : : : : : 

: : : : : : : 

2040 958.70 4871.25 - (504.98) (75.84) 591.11 

2041 924.23 4765.16 - (501.50) (71.89) 574.04 

2042 891.00 4661.41 - (496.42) (68.14) 557.45 
    EIRR 

NPV  
16.0% 
$9,650 

- = zero, () = negative, EIRR = economic internal rate of return, GHG = greenhouse gas, Rs = Indian rupees; NPV = 
net present value. 
Note: The social discount rate for the NPV was 12%. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 
 
D. Sensitivity Analysis 

9. The estimations were tested for sensitivity to a decrease in power production, higher 
operation and maintenance costs, and a reduction in carbon prices. Results were robust under 
most scenarios. Returns were sensitive to a decrease in carbon prices and decreased power 
production.  

 
Table 2: Sensitivity Analysis 

Scenario Resulting EIRR (%) 
Base case 16.0 
PLF 5% lower 15.0 
O&M costs 10% higher  15.8 
Carbon price 25% lower 11.8 

EIRR = economic internal rate of return, O&M = operation and maintenance, PLF = plant load factor. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 
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